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THE MECHANICS OF THE RIJKE TUBE*
BY

G. F. CARRIER
Harvard University

1. Introduction. An interesting phenomenon, the analysis of which has received only
scattered attention, is the thermal-acoustic oscillation discovered by Rijke in 1859.
It was noted, under certain circumstances, that superimposed on the anticipated steady

Fig. 1.1. Open ended cylindrical tube containing heated ribbon at x\ = oL.

convective flow in the apparatus indicated in Fig. (1.1) was an acoustic oscillation.
The frequency of the phenomenon is essentially that of the first free oscillation mode
of the pipe (i.e. the wave length is 2L'),1 but the occurrence (or lack thereof) and the
intensity depend on a number of parameters.

The analysis of the effect of these parameters which is presented here proceeds from
the fundamental conservation laws with an investigation of the response of the heater
to a fluctuating velocity, an analysis of the non-isentropic wave propagation in the pipe
with its attendant viscous losses and end radiation, and, from the interaction of these,
the deduction of the complex eigenfrequency of the tube. In a more qualitative manner,
the consistent appearance of harmonics is explained and the role these waves play hi
determining the sustained intensity of the sound is discussed.

The results are in excellent agreement with the observed physical facts, and it is
believed that they, as well as the details of the analysis, may be useful in the future
investigation of various combustion oscillation phenomena.

2. The wave propagation in the tube. It is convenient to divide the analysis of this
composite problem into various pieces. The description of the waves in the tube for

*Received March 10, 1954. The research reported in this paper was supported by the Office of
Ordnance Research, U.S. Army, under Contract DA-19-020-ORD-1CI29.

1L' is the length of the pipe corrected for end effects and non-uniform temperatures.
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x < <j and those for x > a are treated individually.2 The boundary conditions at a
"joining" these waves are treated as though a disk shaped heat source, whose response
to local velocity fluctuations is known, were located at <r. However, in the detailed
investigation of the heater response, a more realistic description of the flow past the
heater will be adopted.

In analyzing the oscillating flow downstream of the heater we must anticipate that
it is non-isentropic and, in particular, that important viscous losses occur at the wall
and that decaying temperature fluctuations are convected from the heater toward the
exit. We assume that the steady flow upon which the oscillation is to be superimposed
is known and introduce a small perturbation (in velocity, pressure, density, etc.) to
represent the oscillatory phenomenon. The conservation laws (mass, momentum, and
energy) are

(p'w:),.- + p:, = o, (2.1)

p'«, + «?«?.,) + vU = + iu'.a) + Fi , (2.2)

p'c,(T'., + uT.i) ~ (p'/p'XpI + <p'„) - kAT' = 0, (2.3)
and we adopt the state equation

p' = p'R'T'. (2.4)
Here, p', p, T', u' are the usual thermodynamic variables and the velocity, and F, is
the gravitational body force. It is convenient and appropriate in this analysis to treat
c„ , c, , p., k, as though they were independent of the thermodynamic state. It is also
convenient to introduce the notation3

u' = Vi(x, r) + a[grad <p(x, r, r) + curl k^(x, r, r)],

p' = p0(x, r)[l + p(x, r, r)],

p' = Po(x, r)[l + v(x, r, t)],

T' = T0(x, r)[l + e(x, r, r)],

x = a;,/L, r2 = (xl + xl)/L2, a2 = yp0/p0 , r = at/L, (2.5)

where k is the unit vector perpendicular to both the x and r directions. The tensor
notation differentiations of Eqs. (2.1) to (2.3) are taken with regard to the physical
coordinates (the x.), but the vector notation differentiations of Eq. (2.5) pertain to the
variables x, r. In the definitions of x, r, r, the constant length parameter L may be thought
of as the length of the tube. It will be defined more precisely later.

Equations (2.5) are now substituted into Eqs. (2.1) to (2.4), the terms containing
no perturbation contributions are removed (since the steady terms are themselves
solutions of the conservation equations), and the remaining equations for the pertur-
bation quantities are linearized. Furthermore, the following simplification is adopted:

2See Fig. (1.1).
3This notation is appropriate for either the region upstream of a or that downstream of cr. We shall

distinguish these in Sec. 4 by subscripts 2 and 1 respectively.
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p0 , Po , To , t'o are replaced by appropriate constant "average" values (in particular
v, = Ma) and v2 , v* are taken to vanish. The resulting perturbation equations are:

t] , t + = 0, (2.(V)

<P. r + 7 'p = *V, (-•")

O.r — (y — 1)v.t = A0. (2.8)

f.r = « A*, (2.9)

V = V + (2.10)

Here we have taken the Prandtl number to be 3/4 for algebraic simplicity; t is defined
by [i I pah and y = cjc, . The operator denoted by ( ), r implies d( ) <3t + ,l/d( ) dx.
That is, it is the convec-tive time derivative.4

These equations must be solved subject to the boundary conditions that, at the wall,
the temperature and velocity fluctuations vanish, and at the plane x = a, the velocity,
temperature, etc. are consistent with the heater behavior. At the exit, and at the inlet,
a reflection coefficient must be adopted but we shall discuss that later. Equations (2,(i)
to (2.10) may be integrated in detail subject to such boundary conditions. The simplest
presentation of the solution is obtained by eliminating 77, p, and 6, and by anticipating
that the form of the solutions is exponential in x and r. For example, t//(x, r, t) =
\p{r) exp \i{a.T — fee)]. Actually we must anticipate that there will be two modes of
propagation; one which is essentially an acoustic wave and one which drifts with the
stream. The former should consist principally of a contribution from <p where k~ ^ a"'
(this implies that it propagates with a phase velocity which is essentially the acoustic
speed), whereas the latter requires a less elementary description. The acoustic wave
will consist of two parts; one which propagates in the downstream direction and a
reflection from the tube end which propagates back upstream.

Using the same letters to denote the functions of interest with the exponential
dependence factored off, we obtain the following ordinary differential equations for
<p and 4/ after eliminating y, p, and d.

LiL2{fp) = 0, = 0, (2.11)

where L, = A + |3J/(1 + ^i^ye/3), L-, = A — 3z/3/4e, L., = A — i/3/t, A = r~~d'~ dr~ +
r~ld/dr — Jc~, and /3 = a — kM.

For the upstream section analysis, it follows from our earlier remarks that
= va — kM. The propagation modes are found by applying the homogeneous boundary

conditions at the cylindrical wall and finding the eigenvalues k. If we anticipate that
<p = <Pi + <P2 with Lj(<p,) = L2(<p2) = 0 for the acoustic mode, and further anticipate
that in this mode <p-2 and ^ will each display a boundary layer character5 whereas <pt
will essentially be a plane acoustic wave, the motion is described to terms of order e by

<p(r) = AJ0KP2 - k2)1 nr] + B exp [—(r, - r)(3W4«)V2] (2.12)

4When we consider the waves in the upstream region, it will again be convenient to define r = at/L
giving a downstream value. The definition of (
and M is evaluated for the upstream quantities.

6The term boundary layer is used here in the more general sense as in [1],
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and
i(r) = C exp [-(r, - r)(i/3/e)1/2], (2.13)

where r, = R/L. Since 8(r) = p - n = [-i't/3 + (ijS)-1A]^(r), the characteristic equation
for k becomes [using <e>P(r,) + ^(r,) = ^r(r,) - ^(r,) = 0(rx) = 0],

— ik —ik (i/3/e)1'

r.tf* - /32)/2 (3i/3/4*),/2 ik

i(7 - 1)0 — 3/4e 0

= 0, (2.14)

or (again to order e)

r,(/r - ?)(H3/t)t/2 = 2[k2 + (y- 1)(4/3)1/2/?2]
and

/.fc = ±o£l + & ^4/3) / («A'j9)1/2J. (2.15)

The imaginary part of this number defines the decay rate of the wave which is associated
with the dissipation and heat conduction near the wall. Its order of magnitude for many
experiments (in particular, ours), renders it an important source of energy loss.

The propagation of the other "drifting" wave cannot be expressed in as elementary
a form. However, we may obtain a reasonably simple representation of this wave if we
anticipate the nature of the result. It is clear that the wave would be a plane wave drifting
with the stream if it were not for the cylindrical wall boundary conditions. The effect
of the walls, however, is an encroachment on this wave of such a nature that one cannot
expect a simple product type representation corresponding to the acoustic wave. If
one attempts the product type representation, an infinite series of such products is
required. For an efficient representation, one should formulate an initial value problem
in x such that the temperature has a uniform value (no dependence on r) at x = a but
such that v and d vanish at the wall. The solution to such a problem to the order of accu-
racy we require is given by \p = 0 and

Vw(x, r) = ~ fgr' T e«Kolr(:r2 + S2)1/2] dS, (2.16)

where q — 3Af/8e and f = (q2 + 3ta/4«)1/2. A more accurate but no more useful (cor-
rections of order e,/2) solution would again involve boundary layer solutions in \p and <p
in addition to a slightly modified tpw.

Equation (2.16) is valid only for small enough x so that >p'3' (x, 0) takes essentially
the value <p^3'(x, — OD). However, for those x violating this condition, the wave has
decayed so far as to be of no further interest. The critical observation concerning these
eigenmodes of the tube is that the mode associated with <p(3) provides velocity and
pressure contributions which are very small compared with its temperature and density
contributions. Conversely, the , modes give contributions of the same order in
each of these four (dimensionless) state variables. This implies that the velocity and
pressure fluctuations are almost entirely contributed by the acoustic modes while the
final mode merely picks up any discrepancy in the temperature condition at x = c+.
We shall see this more clearly in Sec. 4.
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The wave in the upstream portion of the tube contains only the acoustic modes.
The other possible mode is again a downstream drifting wave which has zero "input"
in the upstream section of the tube and is therefore not present. The formulas and lc
values for this section are identical with those of the downstream section except that the
acoustic velocity, Mach number, M, etc. must be the values for the upstream state
instead of the downstream state. In particular a is replaced everywhere by va except in
the exponential exp (ar).

Before closing this section, we must discuss the relation between the outgoing (away
from the heater) waves and the reflected returning waves. The reflection coefficient for
an acoustic wave in an unflanged tube has been investigated by Levine and Schwinger
[2] for the case M = 0. We have shown, and shall report in detail elsewhere, that the
following is true. If the plane axially directed wave incident on the exit end of a tube
(from inside) has acoustic pressure = P exp (imt) at some point x, the reflected wave
has'pressure p, = PN' exp (iwt) where N'(wR/a, M) = N[wR/a( 1 — J. The
formula for the inlet end is Jh/Pi = (1 — M/l + M)N[u>R/a(l — J/2)172]. Here N
is the reflection coefficient computed in [2] for M = 0. However, for S « 1, N(S) = 1 —
S2/2 + • • • , and arg N is such that the wave is apparently reflected with reflection
coefficient | N | from a point .613R beyond the end of the tube.6 Since M is of order 10~3
for our problem, the moving gas correction is negligible and we use the above results
with S — wr/a (but with differing values of "a" in the two sections of the tube). We
now define L more precisely. In fact = 0 is the point .613/2 below the upstream end
of the tube and L is the point .6137? beyond the other end. We shall return to, and use
these results when we have determined the conditions at x = a which are imposed by
the heater. To facilitate this, we record, respectively, the downstream (of <r), and up-
stream, acoustic wave forms for use in Sec. 4, replacing J„ of argument whose order is
1CT3 by unity.

<j5U) = At exp [ion — ik^x — 1)] — | | exp [iar + ikx{x — 1)], (2.17)

<pm = A2 exp (iar + ik2x) — | iV2 | exp (iar — ik2x), (2.18)

with

h _ „[j + i + (7 - . K _

k, = + 1 + ~ lil4 -°'' ' - lei - iki',

N1 = \ — (arO2/2 + • • • ,

N, = 1 — (vartf/2 + ■■■ ,

v = di/a.2 .

The k[ , k{', separation is such that k[ is real for real a.
To the order of accuracy to which it is sensible to work, the downstream fluctuating

velocity and pressure are given by

uw = a^\ p(I> = —iarf<pw (2.19)

6In our problem S is of order 0.1.
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and, correspondingly,

= a2ipx~), p'~) = ivayipm. (2.20)

As we shall see, the explicit formulas for the contributions of <pri' will not be needed.
3. The heater "response". In this section7 we shall estimate the fluctuating heat

release from a heated ribbon to a stream of fluid whose velocity is fluctuating in a known
manner. We say "estimate" because certain simplifying approximations will be adopted
to render the problem tractable. However, the errors introduced should be of the order
of a few per cent. In particular, we shall consider the problem whose simplified geometry

Fig. 3.1. The geometry of the simplified heater response problem. The ribbon thickness is oriented
in the y direction; 0d is its breadth. V represents the fluctuating flow.

is described in Fig. 3.1. For a known flow of an incompressible fluid with constant thermal
conductivity and specific heat, the energy conservation equation has the form

pc„{T[ + v-grad T') - k AT' = 0. (3.1)

Since the velocity distribution near the plate is rather complicated, this equation would
be difficult to treat in its present form. However, the analysis of a similar problem [3],
that of determining the viscous flow past an obstacle at low Reynolds number8, has
indicated that an excellent approximation to the result is obtained when one replaces
v-grad T' by cUT'x in Eq. (3.1). Here c is a number, 0 < c < 1, (.43 is the optimum
value in the viscous flow problem), U the free stream velocity, x the coordinate oriented
in the flow direction and T'(x, y, t) the fluid temperature. We introduce the notation
clT = «o + we'\ T' = Q{x, y) + 6(x, y)e", and T0 (the plate temperature) = T + 8e,T.
We shall take T and 5 to be constant rather than functions of distance along the plate.
This is not correct in detail but two items justify this choice. A precise analysis of the
surface temperature of the wire is very messy and the correction to the heat release

'Unfortunately, the number of symbols needed in this paper is so large that the quantities a, /3,
and other notations of this section are not related to those labeled with the same letters in other sections.
This should lead to no confusion since the equations are never directly combined.

8The nature of this approximation is discussed in [3], [4], and its verification noted in [4]. The present
problem is very closely related to these and it is to be anticipated that the results obtained for the macro-
scopic quantities should be highly accurate. The reader should note, in particular, that the predicted
steady heat release is in agreement with the known information concerning the heat release from plates
to fluids.
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rate associated with this approximation is not an important contribution to the total
release9.

The differential equation may now be "separated" into two equations governing,
respectively, the steady and fluctuating stream temperatures provided we assume that
each fluctuating quantity is small compared to the corresponding steady quantity
(e.g. 0/0 «. 1). These equations take the form

AG - a&x = 0, (3.2)

A 6 — adx — if)d = (aw/u0)Qx , (3.3)

where the second order term in wdx has been omitted. In these equations a = pcpu0/k
and 0 = pcrw/k.

The boundary conditions are

0 —* 0 as dm (x + iy)1/2 —► , 0(x, 0) — T on the plate,

and

6 —> 0 as dm (x-\-iy)1/26(x, 0) = 8 on the plate.

We consider first the problem of determining 9(x, y) when d(Fig. 3.1) is indefinitely
large. This problem is readily solved by invoking Fourier Transforms and the Wiener-
Hopf technique. Omitting the details of the analysis, the reader can readily verify that
®(£> V) is the Fourier Transform 10 with regard to x of the required 0(x, y).

@/T = iiiia- i£) exP M?/ I K(a - m/2}. (3.4)

The inversion integral is indented to pass beneath the origin (in the £ plane). In particular,
the transform of 0JT [(which will be needed to solve Eq. (3.3)] is

%JT = [a/{a - #)] exp {- | y \ [i£(a - if)]1/2}. (3.5)

Other useful results are:

0„(x, 0)/T = —(a/irx)1/2, x > 0 (3.6)

0(x, 0)/T — erfc [( — ax)1/2], x.< 0 (3.7)

and

Q0 = 2kl [ 0„(x, 0) dx = 4:klT(ad/ry/2. (3.8)
Jo

This last quantity11 will be associated with the steady heat output once we identify d
with the true wire "breadth" and show that the contributions to the heat release rate
of the finite plate is essentially that of the semi-infinite plate in the region 0 < x < d.
To see this we note that the heat release rate of the problem just completed, which in
the physical problem should be zero for x > d, is given by Eq. (3.6). We can now solve
the problem where Ave postulate that Q'y/T on x > d, y = 0 is | y | (a/irx)l/2/y and 0'

'This has been analyzed crudely but will not be reported here in detail.
I0© is defined as exp (—i£x) Q(x, y) dx.
nl is the length of the wire perpendicular to the plane of Fig. 3.1.
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vanishes for x < <1. This is not quite the boundary value problem the superposition of
which on the preceding one gives the correct answer, but if it turns out hi this problem
that Q'y is extremely small on x < 0, then the error in using the superposition of these
two problems will be negligible. Actually, we anticipate that the change in heat release
rate on 0 < x < d, as well as that on x < 0, will be negligibly small and so we replace
the boundary condition on 9,' in our superposition problem by the requirement that
9'„/T be | y | (aw/d)1/2/y. If the heat release on x < d associated with the solution to
this problem is small, that associated with the properly formulated problem will be
smaller. The solution of this problem may be treated like the previous one and the
essential part of the result is:

(jd/a)U2&'„(x, 0)/T - erfc [a(d — a-)]1/2 — [ira{d — a:)]"1/2 exp { — aid — x)], x < d.

(3.9)
In our problem, a is of the order of 50 cm"1 and this analysis for the finite plate is justified
provided d is of the order .1 cm or so. The heat release from the plate associated with
9' is implied by

Q'u = 2k I [ 9,:(.t, 0) dx = lkT/(irad)l/2.
J 0

That is, for d of order .1 cm or more, Q» is of order .05Q„ and can be safely neglected.
Thus Eq. (3.8) defines the steady component of the heat release rate.

We now turn to Eq. (3.3) and the boundary conditions on 6(x, y), again for d in-
definitely large. Another application of the same technique gives

6(f, y)/T = [a/(a - if)]1/2 exp {-| y | [if(a - if)]172}

- [a/(ax - t'f)]1/2 exp {-1 y | [(if + a2)(ar — i£)]'/2}iaiv/(3u0

+ [Sn1/i^(al - iQT] exp {-| y | [(if + a2)(ax - if)]172, (3.10)

where , — a2 , are the roots of z" — az — iff = 0(aj —> a, as /? —» 0). In particular,

d„(x, 0)/T = [i(a3/irx3y/2 w/2u0p][l - exp (-a2x)]

+ [(a,)1/2 5/T][(«r1/2 exp (~a2x) + a\'2 erf (a2.T)1/2],

and

2kl [
J 0

9y(x, 0) dx = 2m^klTw [(a2)1/2 erf (a2d)1/2 + (xd)1/2(e-°=d - 1)]
/jUq

+ 8kl(a1/a2Y/2[(a2d + d) erf (a2d)l/2 + {a2d/ir),/2e—']. (3.11)

Again, we can estimate the correction required by the fact that the semi-infinite plate
treatment is only approximate but again this correction is smaller than is consistent
with the accuracy of our basic model.

In order to deduce the surface temperature fluctuation S we must analyze the flow
of heat within the wire. A very crude analysis of this item Avill demonstrate that the S
contribution is negligible. This rough analysis is conducted as follows. We consider an
infinitely long slab of thickness 2b with surface temperature 8e". The differential equation
to be solved (conservation of energy) is

KXV ~ P*Cw0\w) = 0
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and the boundary conditions are

dl»\±b, r) = Se'T.

Here, (w) merely denotes wire.
The solution can readily be obtained and, in particular,

C'(&, r) = tanh (Qb)e<r, (3.12)

where

0 = (uop„C./K„y/2.

The heat release rate for a wire of length I and breadth d is given by Q' = 2KJddlw\b),
omitting the e'T. This must be equated to the heat release to the fluid as given by Eq.
(3.12) in order to determine S. For ribbons of thickness of order .03 cm and breadth
.1 cm (within rather large factors), 5 is so small that "the S term" of Eq. (3.11) is of
order 1CT2 or less times "the w term."

Thus the fluctuating heat release from the ribbon is essentially given by

q = -2kl f 6y(x, 0) dx = ~2m*/2,clTw [(o2)1/2 erf (a2d),/2 + (xd)1/2(e"°,rf - 1)]. (3.13)
J o Puo

It should now be noted that (a2/a) becomes imaginary and small when /3/a2 —> 0 but
has angle x/4 and becomes large when a2/j3 —> 0. This implies that for large 0/a2 the
bracketed quantity in Eq. (3.11) is nearly a pure imaginary and the phase lag between
the heat release rate fluctuation and the velocity fluctuation is small.12 Conversely,
when p/a2 is small, the phase lag approaches 3x/8. For the conventional Rijke tube
experiment, the phase lag is of order 37r/8.

Before we abandon the discussion of the heater behavior, we should discuss quali-
tatively the large amplitude behavior. To do this, consider first the extreme case where
the free stream velocity is zero. In this case the response of the heater to a positive
velocity fluctuation must be identical with its response to a negative velocity fluctuation.
This is a direct consequence of the symmetry of the situation. Thus while the velocity
fluctuation traverses one period, the heater is aware only of the absolute value of the
velocity fluctuation and thus executes two cycles of heat release fluctuation. In other
words, an input velocity fluctuation of frequency co excites a heat release fluctuation
of frequency 2co. If the phenomenon is not linear, the higher harmonics will also be
present. If one now estimates the expected behavior where w/u0 is not small and where
u0 is not zero, he must conclude that the input signal at frequency w gives rise to a heat
release fluctuation with both co, 2w, and probably higher order components. The ratio
of the 2oj content to the co content of the output should be an increasing function of
w/u0 . This information will be of use when we try to explain the harmonic content and
sound level of the Rijke tube output.

4. The matching conditions at the heater. The problem of combining the results of
the foregoing sections is now a relatively straightforward matter. We merely write down
the requirement that mass, momentum and energy be conserved across the heater.
If we denote the quantities of interest at the heater inlet by the usual symbols with

12This corresponds to the situation conventionally encountered in hot-wire instrumentation problems.
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subscript 2 and those at the exit with subscript 1, these laws take the form

p,v, — p2?/2 = — p, dx, (4.1)

Piii\ + p, = p,u-2 + p., — D/ttR2 - f (pit), dx, (4.2)
»'o

P,f1c„r, — p.,u2cvT2 = Q/tR2 — [ (pcJT), dx, (4.3)
J 0

where Q is the heat input rate to the gas from the ribbon and D is the drag of the ribbon.
It is tacitly assumed in these equations that 0 and X are in those regions where conduc-
tion is not important, and it can readily be verified that the omitted kinetic energy
terms are of higher order than we have consistently retained. In limits of the integrals
in these equations, 0 and X are appropriately chosen points just upstream and down-
stream of the heater. The integral term of Eq. (4.1) can be expected to be of the same
order of magnitude as the other terms in that equation and a careful estimate of its
value is required. As we shall see, the value of X is most readily chosen after we obtain
the information which allows us to circumvent the necessity of finding p, in 0 < x < X.
Before proceeding with this, however, we note that the integral terms in the other
equations are of higher order in M than the dominating terms and a few simple estimates
lead to the results

pi = pi , (4-4)

u{ = 1 + X), (4.5)

with X = (y — l)q/yirli~pn , when q is defined by Eq, (3.13). The primes indicate the
time-dependent components of the state variables and velocities. To obtain a more
useful form for Eq. (4.1), we write the conservation equations for a heat conducting
gas in a passage assuming a given heat input rate13 Q/tR2 and a one-dimensional flow.
For brevity, we accept the implication of Eq. (4.4) that p = p{t) only, in the x range of
interest (i.e. 0 < x < X), rather than obtain this result again from the momentum
equation in differential form. The other conservation equations (mass and energy) are
[with p = pit)]

(p«)x + P< == 0) (4-6)

Pixhx + ph, — (,k/cp)hxx = Q/tvR2, (4.7)

where h is the enthalpy.
Writing p = p0(x) + p'(x, t), u = u0(x) + u'(x, t), etc. and noting that the steady-

state pressure is a constant, pn , we have

p0w0 = const = A, p0h0 = const = [7/(7 — l)]p0

and

Aho,x — (k/cp)h0,xx = Qq/tR2 .

UQ is the heat input per unit time per unit distance in the flow direction.
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From this, h0(z:) can readily be obtained when Q0 and h(— <») are known. The pertur-
bation terms in the sum: [Eq. (4.7) plus h times (4.6)] lead to the equation

(PoK's + pO - {k/cMt = Q'M?, (4.8)
7—1

denote the fl
It follows that

7-1
where the primes denote the fluctuating components.

- u[ - —— i [7 K + fX Q' dx - p;J. (4.9)TPo L cv Jo y — 1 J
Thus, u'2 — u{ is given by Eq. (4.5) only when X is large enough so that h'x vanishes to
our order of accuracy. That is, kh'x/c„p0 « u[ . There are, of course, two contributions
to h'x in the downstream region; that associated with the acoustic wave and that of the
entropy wave. If the contribution of each wave to each side of this inequality is esti-
mated, it is seen that only when the entropy wave has decayed essentially to extinction
(this occurs in a very small fraction of an acoustic wave wave length) does the inequality
hold. Thus, we must choose X downstream of the heater at such a distance that only
the "isentropic" waves are still of appreciable magnitude and then Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7)
constitute the boundary conditions on the upstream and downstream acoustic waves.
Having determined the acoustic waves, one could, if it were of interest, use Eqs. (4.6)
and (4.9) to find u' just at the rear of the heater and use this value together with u[
to find the contribution of the entropy wave <p'3). With <p'3) so determined, the decaying
density, temperature, and velocity, fields behind the heater are known.

Equations (4.4) and (4.5), applied to the contributions of <pix> and <p'2) at x = it
(to obtain algebraic simplicity without essential loss of accuracy), lead to the charac-
teristic equation

sin [fc((l — a)] — izi exp [—ik[(l — <r)], — v[sin k',a — iz2 exp (— ik'2a)]

! = °cos [fc;(l — o-)] — z1 exp [—ik[{ 1 — «■)], (1 + X)[cos k'.a — z2 exp ( — ik'2a)] \ ^

where
Zi = 1 — | iVi | exp [—k"(l — cr) ], z2 = 1 — | N2 I exp { — k2a)

This is a rather messy transcendental equation for a but it can be treated by noting
that X and z{ are small compared to unity (but larger than the contributions we have
consistently omitted). For the case X = z,- = 0, the characteristic equation contains
only real contributions (for real a) and has a real eigenvalue, a. If fc, = fcL , it reduces
to sin fcj = 0 and the solution of major interest is kx = ir. It is easy to compute (numeri-
cally) the eigenvalues for a2/ax = kx/k2 ^ 1, and such a solution can be used as the basis
of a perturbation calculation for a. Denoting the zero order values of k[ and k'2 by kia
and fc20 we let k' = fc,0 + . The characteristic equation can now be linearized in the
kn noting that ku/kn = ax/a2 = v, and the resulting equation has in general, a complex
solution.

If we denote by Mi , the imaginary part of kn , we obtain

[(1 — <r) + fV)] COS [fc20o-] cos [&io(l — <r)] — V sin [fc20er] sin [fc10(l — <r)]jU!

= — dm (X) sin [/cI0(l — <r)] cos [k20<r] — (z2 + zx) sin [fc10(l — cr)] sin [fc20«r]

— (zi + z2) cos [fc10(l — a-)] cos [k20a-],
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and a negative value of implies a negative imaginary contribution to a. Thus, the
tube will sing when < 0. It is consistent, of course, that dm (X) is always negative
and the zY are positive functions of real a. n\ will be less than zero for the lowest mode
only when the bracket multiplying it is negative. This corresponds to having the heater
in a prescribed lower portion of the tube which would be a < 1/2 for a, = a2 but which
is <r < K where K < 1/2 for a, > a2 . Together with this position requirement, a
negative Mi also requires that the X contribution to the right side of the equation be
larger than the other terms. It is not a desirable task to tabulate the dependence of
this criterion on the many parameters involved, but the relation of certain predictions
to the observed facts can readily be discussed. For a velocity, u0 , of 1.7 ft/sec and a
heater temperature of the order of 800°F, the prediction of the foregoing analysis is
that dm (X) is large enough so that the tube should sing for ribbon breadths of .08 cm
or greater, but that a wire of less than this size should require a higher temperature.
These facts were verified by experiments conducted by J. J. Bailey at the Harvard
University Combustion Laboratory. He observed that ribbons of breadths 3/16", 3/32",
1/4", etc., play well at such a temperature (in an apparatus with L = 75 cm, I = 90 cm,
R = 5 cm), but that a 1/16" wire needed such a large temperature that several wires
were burned out during the experiments.

Many investigators (see the bibliography) have noted that the tube will sing at the
fundamental only when a < L'/2 (L' denotes a correction for temperature). Bailey,
however, has successfully "played" the second harmonic by placing the ribbon in the
range 1/2 < <r < 3/4. The eigenvalues of the characteristic equation predict a growing
wave at essentially the second harmonic frequency under these circumstances.

Another experimental fact not reported by other investigators is the following. For
a given heater position and various ribbon temperatures (and, hence, various sound
levels), the ratio of intensity of second and first harmonics has been recorded. This
ratio increases (monotonically and in an experimentally repeatable manner) with increase
in sound level. This is consistent with the qualitative discussion of the large amplitude
heater response at the end of Sec. 3. There, it was noted that an increasing fraction of
the heat release induced by the fluctuating velocity could be expected to appear at
frequency 2co as w/u0 increased. This is indeed the case and may well be the major
influence in deciding the sound level of the tube. The conjecture is this: as the sound
level increases, more and more of the energy associated with dm X is stolen by the second
harmonic until the first harmonic contribution of dm (X) is balanced by the zt . This is a
crude picture which could readily be made more precise by a detailed knowledge of the
large w/u0 heater response.

We have not presented a quantitative account of the Harvard experiments here
since the instrumentation was carried only to an accuracy consistent with the foregoing
description. However, this singing tube analysis would not have evolved to the present
stage without the enthusiastic experimental accompaniment of J. J. Bailey.
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